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ABSTRACT: This study investigated influence of group membership on attribution of success and failure in a 

task. A total of 36 participants comprising 16males and 20 females between the ages of 22 to 26 years (mean = 

23.13, SD = 4.81) were drawn from final year students of Psychology Department, Enugu State University of 

Science and Technology using multi-stage sampling technique (systematic and odd-even techniques). A 24-item 

attribution of success and failure scale with four subscales was used for data collection. Double subject design 

was used while matched t-test was used as statistical test for data analysis. The results indicated that group 

membership significantly influenced internal and external attributions of success, t (8) = 7.84 and (t) = 5.86, P 

< .01 level of significance. Group membership also significantly influenced internal and external attributions of 

failure t (10) = 3.42 and (t) = 2.32, P < .05 level of significance. In congruence with Weiner (1986) attribution 

theory it was concluded that attribution of success and failure by group members are always internal when it is 

favourable and external when it is unfavourable, hence implications of this for Nigerian educational and other 

institutions were discussed. 
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I. BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 

People constantly search for the factors that cause them or other people to behave the way they do. The 

process of assigning causes to our or other people’s behaviour is attribution. Attribution is primarily the process 

of assigning a cause to an event or clarifying the event (Malle, 2001). According to Heider (1958), people 

broadly attribute the cause of their behaviour either to internal or external factors. An internal attribution (also 

called personal or dispositional attribution) refers to causes of behaviour that are associated with the person’s 

innate characteristics such as personality traits, moods, attributes, abilities or efforts etc. An external attribution 

(also called situational attribution), on the other hand, refers to the causes of behaviour that are external to the 

person, such as the actions of others, environmental situation or luck etc. 

 People ascribing reasons and explanations for why they succeed or fail at a task is not surprising 

considering that they attempt to make sense of observed events to increase their understanding of observed 

behaviour and increase their ability to predict the course of similar future behaviour (Shaver, 1975). According 

to Weiner (1986, 2000) attributions come from a person’s self-perception and can influence the person’s 

expectancy, values, emotions and beliefs about his/her competence, and in turn influence his/her emotion. And 

people’s beliefs about the causes of their success and failure influence their motivation and learning (Frieze, 

1981). Attribution is to say or believe that something is the result of particular thing, for example success is 

attributed to hard work (Hornby, 2000). People often believe that success could be attributed to internal factors 

such as skill and ability, while failure could be attributed to external factors such as luck or the environment 

(Chau & Phillips, 1995, Thompson, Armstrong, & Thomas, 1998, Gilovich & Douglas, 1986, Rotter, 1966). 

Further, subjective judgments about outcomes, probability and control are often based on heuristics and internal 
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desires and can thus provide insight into feelings of self efficacy and consequently self-esteem (Stajkovic & 

Luthans, 1998). In making internal attributions, therefore it has been suggested that people initiate illusion of 

controlling chance situations when they are successful to internal factors, and likewise in skill situations to 

maintain self-esteem in a variety of situations (Rotter, 1966, Hong & Chiu, 1998, Thompson et al. 1998). 

Thompson et al’s (1998) findings regarding attributions in failed situations that initiate less illusions of control 

and more realistic external attributions seem to further support this notion as there is considerable evidence that 

people overestimate their control in various situations, but that underestimations of control and accurate 

assessments also occur. 

These inferences that individuals make about the causes of their successes and failures are called 

attributions (Graham, 1991, Weiner 1986). Attribution has been applied in explaining how people explain their 

success or failure in a task and in explaining differences in motivation between high and low achievers (Batool, 

Arif & Ud Din, 2010, Murray & Thompson, 2009). It has received considerable attention in its application in 

explaining success or failure in academic context.  When asked to give the subjective reasons for their academic 

performance, whether good or bad, students tend to identify factors within themselves (e.g., ability, effort, traits 

and dispositions) or factors outside of themselves (e.g. luck, ease or difficulty of the task, and help from 

teacher). An attribution pattern in which a student internalizes success and externalizes failure has long been 

thought to be beneficial academically and important in explaining success (Schunk & Gunn, 1986). Although 

ability and effort are both internal attributions, it is better for an individual to attribute success to ability, rather 

than to effort, because ability attributions are more strongly related to motivation, self-efficacy, and skill 

development than effort attribution (Schunk & Gunn, 1986).  

According to Graham (1991) students benefit more from attributing academic failure to a lack of effort 

rather than to a lack of ability. In addition, group membership can also influence students’ attribution of 

academic success or failure. Thus, the relative outcome of one’s social group can also shape personal values in a 

manner that is self-protective (Crocker & Major, 1989). This is consistent with substantial evidence that 

individuals use their groups and other similar others as sources of information about themselves for example, 

individuals gain a sense of identity from their social groups (Tajfel & Turner, 1986), are emotionally affected 

by the performance of their group even when they have no direct role in how their group performs (Major, 

Schiaccitano & Crocker, 1993) and seem to incorporate aspects of their in group within their own self-concepts 

(Smith & Henry, 1996). According to Turner, Hogg, Oakes, Reicher and Wetherall (1987), thinking of oneself 

in terms of group membership produces a chance in one’s perception of the self from the “I” to the “We”. 

Through the re-categorization, the individual comes to perceive himself or herself as an interchangeable 

member of the group who possesses those attributes belonging to the group as a whole. At least two sets of 

studies support this view by showing that when either group identity is made salient in a situation (Brewer & 

Weber, 1994) or when group membership is chronically important for an individual (McFarland & Buchler, 

1995), the performance of fellow group members directly affects how the individual appraises himself or 

herself. 

The effect of group outcomes on the individual and his or her attitudes may be most powerful when the 

individual has little or no experience in that domain. Thus, Bandura (1997) noted that by observing others who 

are similar to oneself, an individual gain a sense of his or her own efficacy in accomplishing some task. In 

addition, however, he argued that the individuals will be most sensitive to the effects of vicarious experience on 

their own feelings of self-efficacy to the extent that they are uncertain of their own abilities. Consistent with this 

idea, Tindale, Kulik and Scott (1991) found that when individuals have no evidence of their own performance, 

the failure of their in-group leads them to have lower expectations for future personal success. Thus by merely 

witnessing other in-group members fail in a domain, individuals may make inferences about their own personal 

aptitude in the domain and those self-appraisals may then lead them to preemptively devalue the domain under 

the assumption that they too would fail.  

Moreover, one of the most robust findings in attribution theory is the self-serving bias. People take 

personal credit for their success and attribute failure to external circumstances (Gioia & Sims, 1985; Kingdon, 

1967; Zuckerman, 1979). Much like individuals, there is increasing evidence that group (Forsyth & Schlenker, 

1977) and even organizations (Salancik & Meindl, 1984, Staw, McKechine & Puffer, 1983) display a similar 

tendency to take credit for success and attribute failure to their external environment (Johns, 1999). This 

tendency has been called a group-serving bias (Forsyth & Schlenker, 1977), for instance, members of sport 

team will often attribute team failure to external circumstances such as bad luck, but attribute success to internal 

factors such as team cohesiveness (Zaccaro, Peterson & Walker, 1987). 

Groups, like individuals, take credit for their success by attributing it to internal as opposed to external 

factors (Forsyth & Schlenker, 1977). The tendency to attribute success to internal factors allows the entire group 

to share in and experience the positive emotions associated with success thereby increasing group cohesion 

(Forsyth & Schlenker, 1977). Conversely, by attributing failure to external factors, the group is able to maintain 

a positive identity even in the face of difficulties (Cialdini & Richardson, 1980). To avoid uncomfortable 
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accusations, failure at both the individual and group levels is typically attributed to external and often 

uncontrollable factors such as time pressure, luck or task difficulty (Johns, 1999, Weiner 1985), hence 

intergroup attribution.  

Intergroup attribution reflects the expression of ethnocentric bias in the attribution made to explain 

outcomes obtained by in-group and out-group members (Pettigrew, 1979). Negative in-group and positive out-

group outcomes are attributed to situational factors, whereas positive in-group and negative out-group outcomes 

are attributed to causes seen as internal. These dynamics protect the esteem of the in-group and cast the out-

group in a bad light (Hewstone & Jasper, 1984; Pettigrew, 1979) thereby augmenting a positive self-identity and 

insulating negative stereotyped views of the out-group (Hewstone, 1990, Pettigrew 1979). 

Research (e.g. Graham, 1991) has shown that attributions of causality vary depending on the person, 

the task, the culture and the social group. Variations in attribution have been reported for gender (Nelson & 

Cooper, 1997, Pintrich & Schunck, 2002), self-esteem (Betancourt & Weiner, 1982, Fitch, 1970, Skaalvik, 

1994), performance (Carr & Borokowski, 1989, Kristner, Osborne, & Le Verrier, 1988) and for social position 

(Kluagel & Smith, 1986), hence the need for this present study to consider how other factors such as group 

membership influence attribution of success and failure in a task. 

In addition, people especially students often believe that success can be attributed to internal factors 

such as ability while failure can be attributed to external factors such as luck resulting in self serving bias in 

order to protect and promote their ego. However, as students make this attribution of success and failure to 

internal and external factors, they are likely to apply this when explaining the behaviour of their group members 

(Croker & Major, 1989). This is on the basis that one’s social group can shape personal values in a manner that 

is self-protective, hence this present study on the influence of group membership on attribution of success and 

failure in a task among undergraduate students of the university. 

 

II. RELATED LITERATURE 

Attribution theory (Weiner, 1986) describes the attributions or explanations people give for their 

success or failure along three dimensions of locus, stability and control. This explanations depend on whether 

people perceive their successes or failures as internal or external, stable or unstable, controllable or 

uncontrollable (Weiner, 1992). These three dimensions have been expanded to include four factors of ability, 

effort, luck and task ease or difficulty (e.g. Burining, Schraw & Running, 1999, Dornya & Murphey, 2003, 

Hsieh & Schallert, 2008). Locus refers to the location (internal or external) of the perceived cause of a success 

or failure. Ability is perceived as internal while luck is external. Stability refers to how much a given reason for 

success or failure could be expected to change (e.g. whether a cause is stable (fixed) or unstable (variable) over 

time). 

Control indicates how much control the individual has over a cause. It distinguishes causes one can 

control, such as skill/efficacy, from causes one cannot control, such as aptitude, mood, others actions and luck. 

Thus, this theory explains the factors associated with attribution of success and failure especially among 

students regarding their performance. Students always make internal and external forms of attribution such as “I 

scored A” and failure to the second party for example “They gave me D or F.” Related to this is the self-

protective theory, which refers to the propensity for blaming outside agents (external attributions) for failures 

(Kruger, 1999). Empirical study (e.g. Sweeney, Moreland & Gruber, 2005) found that successful students 

(males and females) made internal attributions and were pleased with their performance. Addiba (2004) found 

that high achievers significantly attributed their outcome to effort and ability (internal) and the low achievers to 

luck and task difficulty (external). Respondents, who were students learning English in Bahrain attributed 

failure to mainly external attributions, for example, teaching methods, lack of support from family and teachers, 

poor comprehension and negative attitude (Kamins & Dweck, 1999, Mucller & Dweck, 1998). Ushioda (2001) 

found that respondents who were university French learners attributed success to internal locus while 

attributions of failure were external. Studies (e.g. Graham, 2002, Williams, Burden, Poulet & AL-Baharna, 

2001) found that success was attributed to internal factors. In the later study, two internal factors, practice and a 

positive attitude and one external factor, support from family were cited as attribution for success. Praise from 

teachers and parents for student’s ability may increase the students’ fear of failure (Kamins & Dweck, 1999; 

Mucller & Dweck, 1998).  When students attributed their success to ability or received feedback that attributed 

their success to ability they developed a high self-efficiency and expectations for future skill development 

(Schunk, 1984, Siegle & McCoach, 2007).  

Further studies show that gifted and talented students tend to attribute quality work to ability and not 

effort (Heller & Zugler, 1996, 2001, McNabb, 2003, Siegle & Reis, 1998). Similarly, Assouline, Calangelo, 

Ihrig and Forstadt (2006) found that gifted students tended to attribute quality work to effort, but ability was 

also a major attribution factor for many of these students. In contrast, Gobel & Mori (2007) discovered that 

first-year Japanese undergraduates in speaking and reading classes attributed success to teachers and the 

classroom environment while attributing failure to internal factors of lack of ability and lack of effort. 
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However, as people especially students make this attribution of success and failure to internal and 

external factors, they are likely to apply same approach when explaining the behaviour of their group members 

as shown by some studies (e.g. Croker & Major, 1989). This is on the basis that one’s social group can shape 

personal values in a manner that is self-protective. Thus, the following hypotheses: 

1. Group membership will significantly influence internal attribution of success. 

2. Group membership will significantly influence external attribution of success. 

3. Group membership will significantly influence internal attribution of failure. 

4. Group membership will significantly influence external attribution of failure. 

 

III. METHOD 

Participants: Thirty-six participants were drawn from 2014/2015 final year students of Psychology 

Department, Enugu State University of Science and Technology using multi-stage sampling (systematic and 

odd-even sampling techniques).They were between the ages of 22 – 26 years (mean age = 23.13). 

Instrument: The instrument comprised 24-item attribution of success and failure scale with four 

subscales developed by the researchers to measure internal attribution of success, external attribution of success, 

internal attribution of failure and external attribution of failure. 

Development of Attribution of Success and Failure Scale: To develop this scale, first, the researchers 

relying on Vispoel & Austin (1995) based on Weiner (1979) theory of attribution which identified factors that 

determine internal and external attribution of success and failure generated 26 items. 

The researchers also had a focused group discussion with ten (10) final year students of Economics 

Department of Enugu State University of Science and Technology. They were given pen and paper individually 

and instructed to list factors that can make a student be a success or failure in a task (examination). This 

exercise lasted for one and half hours. At the end of this exercise, 20 factors were identified. These items (26 

and 20) were collapsed and screened for duplication leaving a total of 36 items. 

These 36 items were assessed by 3 social psychologists, 1 industrial psychologist and 1 clinical 

psychologist. Following this, any item rated relevant by as much as 3 of the 5 panel of experts (60%) was 

accepted. Thus, 24 items rated relevant by 60% of the subject experts were retained. This enabled the 

researchers to establish content validity of this scale. Thus, this exercise is in line with Litwin (1995), Rosnow 

and Rosenthal (2005) who suggest that content validity is assessed by experts with knowledge of the subject 

matter. Content validity is usually indicated by judgments, and certain logical procedure (Dunn, 1989). Content 

validity is considered to be a prerequisite for criterion-related and construct validity, and should generally be 

established before either of these (Thorn & Diatz, 1989). 

 

Pilot Study 

The 24-item scale was exposed to pilot study using 81 participants drawn from undergraduate students 

of Sociology Department, Enugu State University of Science and Technology. These students were 

administered the 24-item scale in their exam hall. Item-total correlations from item analysis of their responses 

ranged from 0.27 to 0.76. And also Cronbach Alpha of 0.78 and Spearman-Brown Coefficient Split-Half of 

0.79 and mean (N = 81) of 3.37. Cronbach Alpha of 0.78 was accepted as good index of the 24-item attribution 

of success and failure scale’s internal consistency since Mitchel & Jolley (2004) noted that an index of 0.70 

(and preferably 0.80) is needed to say that a measure is internally consistent. 

Factor analysis of the 24-items using Principal Component Analysis followed by Rotated Varimax with Kaiser 

Normalization indicated that 6 items (1 – 6) had their item loadings on factor 1 – internal attribution of success, 

6 of the items (7 – 12) had their item loadings on factor 2 – external attribution of success, 6 of the items (13 – 

18) had their item loading on factor 3 – internal attribution of failure and 6 of the items (19 – 24) had their item 

loading on factor 4 – external attribution of failure. Item loading of these 24 items ranged from 0.47 to 0.78 and 

were considered acceptable since Mitchel & Jolley (2004) noted that item loading of 0.30 is good and 0.70 very 

high. 

Following the outcome of factor analysis, four subscales emerged and arrangement of the 24 items 

gave rise to 6 items (1 - 6) measuring internal attribution of success (Split-Half reliability of 0.68 and mean (N 

= 81) of 3.88), the next 6 items (7 – 12) measuring external attribution of success (split-half reliability of 0.54 

and mean (N = 81) of 3.04), 6 items (13 – 18) measuring internal attribution of failure (split-half reliability of 

0.73 and mean (N = 81) of 3.56) and the last 6 items (19 – 24) measuring external attribution of failure (split-

half reliability of 0.51 and mean (N = 81) of 3.01). 

The 24-item attribution of success and failure scale developed by the researchers was administered 

simultaneously with Rotter (1966) locus of control scale to the same 81 participants mentioned earlier. 

Correlation of the scores from the two scales yielded coefficient value of 0.61. This enabled the researchers to 

establish the convergent validity of the 24-item attribution of success and failure scale. 
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The 24-item attribution of success and failure scale had direct scoring for all the items. Thus, a response of 

strongly agree = 5, agree = 4, undecided = 3, disagree= 2 and strongly disagree = 1. See appendix for the scale. 

Procedure: The researchers wrote to the Head of Department of Psychology, Enugu State University of 

Science and Technology informing him about the intention to use the final year students of the Department as 

participants for the study. Following approval the researchers requested the class list of the registered final year 

students.  

Further, the researchers systematically sampled the participants using every 3
rd

 case (student on the 

list). The sampled students were assigned into two groups using odd-even sampling technique. Thus, 

participants who fell within the odd numbers were assigned to group A while those that fell within even 

numbers were assigned to group B. Each group (A and B) independent of the other group was told 

confidentially that they were in a competition with the other group. They were also told that if one of their 

members emerged as the best in the forthcoming examination (task), the group will be adequately rewarded. 

After the examination (PSY 484) participants within group A were further assigned into groups A1 and A2 

using odd-even sample technique. Group A1 members were told that their member finished as the best. Group 

A2 members were told that their member finished as the worst. 

Participants who were within group B were further assigned to groups B1 and B2 using the same odd-even 

sampling technique. Group B1 members were told that their member finished as the best. Group B2 members 

were told that their member finished as the worst. 

Finally, groups A1 and B1 were administered attribution of success scale (internal and external) while groups 

A2 and B2 were administered attribution of failure scale (internal and external). 

Design/Statistics: Double subject design was used. The choice was on the basis of one of the assumptions 

which holds that it involves two different equal groups (A1/B1 and A2/B2) randomly and independently 

selected, and tested under two different conditions – attribution of success and attribution of failure (Aboh, 

2004). 

The choice also was on the basis of another assumption which holds that it requires the selection of 

participants randomly and independently, and assigning them to two different equal groups (A and B) tested 

under one condition (attribution of success or attribution of failure). The two groups must be equal in frequency 

but no pairwise matching (Aboh, 2004). 

Finally, matched t-test was used as statistical test for data analysis because each group was repeatedly tested 

under two experimental conditions (Aboh & Obidigbo, 1998). Thus, group A1 was tested under internal and 

external attribution of success conditions, group B1 tested under internal and external attribution of success 

conditions, group A2 tested under internal and external attribution of failure conditions and group B2 also tested 

under internal and external attribution of failure conditions. 

 

IV. RESULTS 

Table 1: Matched t-test showing influence of group membership on internal and external attribution of 

success. 
Group  Attribution N x̅ SD t df P 

 

A1 
 

Internal 9 25.67 1.87 

7.84 8 <.01 External 9 17.78 2.86 

 

According to table 1 group (A1) membership significantly influenced internal and external attribution of 

success, t(8) = 7.84 at p<.01 following this table, members of group A1 attributed success in the task more to 

internal factors (mean = 25.67) than external factors (mean = 17.78). 

Thus, hypothesis 1 which stated that group membership will significantly influence internal attribution of 

success and hypothesis 2 which stated that group membership will significantly influence external attribution of 

success were confirmed and accepted. 

 

Table 2: Matched t-test showing influence of group membership in internal and external attribution of 

success. 
Group  Attribution N x̅ SD t df P 

 

B1 

Internal 9 25.22 2.17 
5.86 8 <.01 

External 9 18.67 4.42 

 

According to table 2, group (B1) membership significantly influenced internal and external attribution of 

success, t (8) = 5.86 at p<.01.  Following this table, members of group B1 attributed success in the task to 

internal factors (mean = 25.22) than external factors (mean = 18.67). 

These findings hereby confirm the outcome of table I which resulted in the acceptance of hypotheses 1 and 2. 
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Table 3: Matched t-test showing influence of group membership on internal and external attribution of 

failure. 
Group  Attribution N x̅ SD t df P 

 

A2 

Internal 11 18.09 2.50 
3.42 10 <.05 

External 11 22.09 3.78 

 

According to table 3, group (A2) membership significantly influenced internal and external attribution of 

failure, t (10) = 3.42 at p<.05. This table indicates that members of group A2 attributed failure in the task more 

to external factors (mean = 22.09) than internal factors (mean= 18.09). 

Thus hypothesis 3 which stated that group membership will significantly influence internal attribution of failure 

and hypothesis 4 which stated that group membership will significantly influence external attribution of failure 

were confirmed and accepted. 

 

Table 4: Matched t-test showing influence of group membership in internal and external attribution of 

failure. 
Group  Attribution N x̅ SD t df P 

 
 

B2 

Internal 7 20.28 3.19 
2.32 6 <.05 External 7 24.71 3.14 

 

According to table 4, group (B2) membership significantly influenced internal and external attribution of 

failure, t (6) = 2.32 at p<.05. Thus, members of group B2 attributed failure in the task to external factors (mean 

= 24.71) than internal factors (mean = 20.28). 

These findings hereby confirm the outcome of table III which resulted in the acceptance of hypotheses 3 and 4.  

 

V. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

Group membership significantly influenced internal and external attribution of success in a task as 

shown in tables 1 and 2. And group membership significantly influenced internal and external attribution of 

failure in a task as shown in tables 3 and 4. 

 

VI. DISCUSSION 

The findings of this study while in line with the hypotheses also support findings of previous studies 

(e.g. Addiba, 2004, Murray & Thompson, 2009, Schunk, 1984, Siegle & McCoach, 2007) that students and 

people in general attribute success to internal factors than external factors and vice versa for failure. In the 

current study, group membership significantly influenced internal attribution of success as group A1 attributed 

their success in the task to internal characteristics of the member. And also group B1 attributed success in the 

task to internal factors than to external factors. And group membership significantly influenced external 

attribution of failure as groups A2 and B2 attributed their failure in the task to external factors than internal 

factors. 

The findings also give credence to Weiner (1986) theory which suggests that student always make 

attribution with regard to classroom situations more to internal than to external factors.  People such as students 

often make attribution based on the favourable outcomes of a situation to in-group and unfavourable to out-

group (Weiner, 1986).   

In Nigerian universities and other tertiary institutions, it is common to hear students say “they gave us” 

and “we made it” with regards to failure or successful outcome of a task. For example, whenever they do not 

perform well in a task the students will attribute it to the lecturers and when they have good results they will 

attribute it to their internal factors such as ability. Attribution bias therefore is a fundamental aspect of human 

social existence, hence the various attribution processes done by students when they succeed and fail are usually 

guided by the attribution bias. 

 

VII. IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The current findings are very imperative in understanding the practical application of social 

psychology especially in the areas of attribution processes regarding group membership. The findings have 

demonstrated practically that groups will always attribute success to internal factors and failure to external 

factors. The study, therefore, to a practical extent provides a platform upon which defenses are made among 

students in Nigerian schools and other institutions etc. And this line of explanations of behaviour while 

protecting and promoting the ego of the groups and their members have implications for people not accepting 

responsibilities for their failure. This indeed could explain why many Nigerian students, workers and others rely 

on external factors such as fate, luck, nepotism and favouristism rather than internal factors such as intelligence, 

hard work, competence and merit. This and other related factors like cankerworm have continued to eat deep 

into the foundation of Nigerian society thereby causing perennial under-productivity and underdevelopment in 
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both public and private institutions. And one cannot take this away as one of the causes of the present economic 

recession in Nigeria, hence the following recommendations: 

- Teachers should be mindful of these group attribution patterns and try to make students accept 

responsibility for their individual actions and outcome thereof. This will enthrone hard work and merit. 

- The effects of group membership could be positive or negative; therefore parents, guardians and 

teachers should educate students on the issue of intergroup attribution errors such as attributing failure to 

external factors and its disadvantages like social loafing, de-individuation etc. 

- The National Orientation Agency should make all Nigerians and not just students to understand that 

the bane of Nigerian state is intergroup (interethnic) attribution of success and failure at every facet of the 

national level. Thus, this trend has continued to make all Nigerian institutions function on mediocrity, nepotism, 

favouritism at the expense of hard work, competence and merit. This National Orientation Agency in 

collaboration with other agencies should design programmes to reverse this negative trend. 
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APPENDIX 

Dear respondent, this is strictly for research purpose. There is neither right nor wrong answer. Please respond by 

ticking the appropriate responses that are applicable to you. Thank you for your cooperation. 

 

 

SECTION A (INTERNAL ATTRIBUTION OF SUCCESS) 

Please tick (4) at the end of each statement the appropriate option that describes you. 
S/N ITEMS 
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1 The student succeeded because of his/her abilities      

2 The student succeeded because of his/her efforts      

3 The student succeeded because of his/her skills      

4 The student succeeded because of hard work      

5 The student succeeded because of his/her intelligence      

6 The student succeeded because of his/her competence      

 

 

 

SECTION B (EXTERNAL ATTRIBUTION OF SUCCESS) 

Please tick (4) at the end of each statement the appropriate option that describes you. 
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1 The student succeeded because the task (exam) was easy      

2 The student succeeded because of luck      

3 The student succeeded because the quiz is not difficult      

4 The student succeeded because the quiz covered what he/she read      

5 The student succeeded because of goo teachers       

6 The student succeeded because of he/she was helped by other students       

 

 

 

 

SECTION C (INTERNAL ATTRIBUTION OF FAILURE) 

Please tick (4) at the end of each statement the appropriate option that describes you. 
S/N ITEMS 
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1 The student failed because of his/her ability      

2 The student failed because of his/her inadequate efforts      

3 The student failed because of his/her poor skills      

4 The student failed because of laziness      

5 The student failed because he/she is not intelligent      

6 The student failed because he/she are not competent      
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SECTION D (EXTERNAL ATTRIBUTION OF FAILURE) 

Please tick (4) at the end of each statement the appropriate option that describes you. 
S/N ITEMS 
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1 The student failed because the tasks (exam) was difficult       

2 The student failed because of bad luck      

3 The student failed because quiz is not easy      

4 The student failed because the questions did not cover what he/she read      

5 The student failed because of not having good teacher       

6 The student failed because he/she was not helped by other students      
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